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pression that there was any disharmony in the country.
There was not a single word in the Turkish papers
regarding the Armenian deportations, or the abuses in
the war organization, or the contrast on the one hand
between huge, unearned war fortunes and accompanying
waste and luxury, and, on the other, privation, famine
and death. Turkey's primitive economic organization
proved a complete failure.
For some time the papers could not give utterance to
these feelings. In the autumn of 1916 the situation began
to change. Commercial speculation in essential com-
modities had become unbearable. At last the Govern-
ment realized that general discontent would cause an
internal explosion if complaints in the press did not
receive attention. When the authority of the all-power-
ful censorship was once shaken, the arrogant military
rigidity could no longer be kept up in silencing every
suggestion of the press.
Besides the alarming living conditions, the question
of providing newsprint paper for the press was a vexa-
tious one. Turkey manufactured no paper. On the
other hand, paper was not allowed to be exported from
Austria and Germany. Paper, obtained through the
channels of the flourishing illegal war trade, was so ex-
pensive on account of graft that newspapers could not
afford to purchase it. Again, the Germans played the
game for all it was worth. The German press bureau
attached to the German Embassy was most ready -to
supply the press with newsprint at bare cost. This was
a very tempting offer, because the cost price was one
sixth to one seventh of the prevailing market price in
Constantinople. Of course, it was a very humiliating
position for the Turkish press to be supplied with paper,
consequently influenced, by a foreign embassy during a
great national struggle. Indeed, the Ottoman Press
Association was established early in 1917 with the main

